
Blog One 
 
Can you imagine one day without hearing your child laughing? How about imagining a day 
without spending time outside together? When the month of June rolls around, I could 
never live without an abundance of both.  
 
My name is Marnie. I am a mother of two amazing children (what child isn’t amazing?) and 
have the time of my life making them smile. Many of those smiles happen when we spend 
our days at KARA Family Resource Centre. Now, I’ve been with KARA as both a coworker 
and as a friend; as both a Mom and as a Mom-to-be. I’ve enjoyed all of my moments with 
my KARA family and know the truth about who I am and who my children are; we would not 
be the same without KARA (what KARA family would?). 
 
Now for the summer part: when it comes to my children, I’ve come across a few summer 
related mishaps. By sharing these tips with you, I hope you’ll come out ahead.  
 
Sunscreen. Yes, lather up your little ones (and yourself) with sunscreen SPF 30 of higher. Sun 
protection factor (SPF) is a rating of how long sunscreen will protect against UVB. Now, the 
sun emits both UVA and UVB (among other wavelengths) and the higher the SPF factor, the 
longer the protection against both UVA and UVB. For those of you with kids with an ... 
interesting taste for adventure (pun intended!), make sure to lock up the sunscreen after 
you’ve used it. My kids don’t have a taste for it but my dog does. It’s best to put it out of 
harms reach either way.  
 
For youngsters, and I mean six months or younger, sunscreen is not recommended. Instead, 
grab a sunshade for the playpen or stroller.  
 
Shades. How many times I’ve tried to convince my baby that sunglasses need to be worn 
outdoors will astound you. I originally purchased sunglasses without a strap and didn’t have 
the funds to buy a second pair so I opted to make my purchase work. It took quite some 
time to wear him (me?) down but this most amazing trick saved us. Every time I put the 
sunglasses on his face, I’d call him “Cool Dude” and he’d revel in the compliment of being 
called “Cool”. I learned this trick from a KARA family Dad.  
 
Now, sunglasses should always have 100% UV protection. Choose shades that curve around 
the face to provide protection from side sunshine. Just like skin, the sun can damage eyes. 
The damage is worse when you have low levels of vitamin C, so bust out those oranges and 
strawberries!  
 
Water bottles! Every child enjoys owning their very own accessory, and Mom’s enjoy not 
sharing the backwash. Get a water bottle that your child finds interesting and easy to use. 
Write your child’s name on it so it doesn’t go home with a friend. Plastic bottles decompose 



over time from our own saliva. Heat will also make plastic bottles break down. If you choose 
plastic, be sure to hand wash it directly after use. Don’t let it end up in the hot dishwasher. 
You can’t taste plastic but you also can’t digest it. Another, more convenient choice, is a 
stainless steel kid’s bottle. A little more expensive but they are relatively indestructible. They 
normally come with silicone straws (a natural material) so there isn’t anything to worry 
about when it comes to cleaning.  
 
Lastly, get out there and enjoy summer! Your kids will have a blast at the KARA Summer 
Program and you’ll have a chance to use these helpful tips! Don’t forget, you’re a “Cool 
Dude” yourself! 
 


